As part of the Center for Integrated Catalysis we would like to welcome

Melissa McCullough

Thursday, May 13, 2021
1:00 pm PST via Zoom

Melissa McCullough discovered, after a BS in psychology and some extra biology classes, that ecology was her real path. She got a Master's in Environmental Management from Duke's Nicholas School of the Environment. She worked for the NC Division of Coastal Management, on land use and water quality issues, before going to the US EPA. She worked at EPA for nearly 32 years, in diverse issues such as the air pollution/water quality interface, urban air pollution "soup" management, risk communication and a self-directed education and concentration in sustainability, especially community sustainability, for the last couple of decades. She reached the issue of sustainability from an early interest in pollution prevention and the issue of green chemistry as a tool in the toxics management toolkit is one near and dear to her heart.

Zoom ID: https://ucla.zoom.us/j/91886162630

Join us for the opportunity to hear from Melissa about her unique experience and career journey that led her to a passion for sustainability at the EPA.